
Whether by the pool or on the terrace, the new modular outdoor lounge Caro offers a luxurious
seating experience for relaxed days or cosy summer nights, leaving nothing to be desired when it
comes to feel-good factor and comfort.
Conceived by renowned German design studio Hoffmann Kahleyss Design, which creates furniture for
well-known international brands, Caro is characterised by a rounded silhouette and its anthracite-
coated aluminium frames with a delicately interwoven filigree weave made from String Flex outdoor
rope. Perfectly complemented by sumptuous seat cushions and casual throw pillows for pure outdoor
luxury.

Christoph Kahleyss from Hoffmann Kahleyss Design explains: "With Caro we wanted to convey
generosity and nonchalance. The design allows generous floor plans, while the XL corner with its
elegant curves offers a cosy retreat. Here you can build a nice nest with the loose back cushions. These
cushions also provide great variability for all other elements and allow casual sitting. Due to the wide
diamond weave the frame looks light and transparent, thereby creating a distinctive appearance.
Another nice detail are the oval frame curved backrests, which are joined together as a unit at the
bottom corner and then open up like flower petals."
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Designer: Hoffmann Kahleyss Design (DE)

Material Frame: Aluminium & String Flex Outdoor Rope

Material Table Top: Ceramic / Decton

Colours Frame:  Alu/Anthracite & Rope/Anthracite

Colours Table Top: 12 colour options available

Dimensions: Lounge Chair L85cm x W90cm x H71cm
Lounge Footstool L89cm x W75cm x H38cm
Recamiere Left/Right  L90cm x W189cm x H71cm
Connection Module L89cm x W71cm x H71cm
Corner Module 90° L89cm x W90cm x H71cm
Corner Module XL L115cm x W150cm x H71cm
Lounge Table L60cm x W100cm x H30cm
Lounge Table L60cm x W100cm x H50cm

The Caro collection consists of a generously proportioned lounge chair and six different sofa modules
that allow a variety of individual arrangements. In addition, there are over 20 different fabrics to choose
from for the seat and throw pillows which can all be mixed and matched to perfectly complement
existing interior design styles or personal preferences.

Two different height lounge tables with optically light table tops in various ceramic colours add the
finishing touch.

About Hoffmann Kahleyss Design
Birgit Hoffmann, born in 1968 in Munich, completed vocational training in ceramics before going on to
study industrial design in Kiel. She then went to work for Studio & Partners in Milan and was senior
designer at Peter Maly Design in Hamburg from 2000 to 2006. In 2006, she set up her own design
bureau in Hamburg focussing on furniture and interiors, working with Peter Maly and Christoph
Kahleyss from 2009 to 2013. In 2011, she also took on the role of art director for FREIFRAU
Sitzmöbelmanufaktur.

Christoph Kahleyss, born in 1963 in Oldenburg, trained as a carpenter and then studied industrial
design at the Muthesius Arts School in Kiel. Following stints in New York at Berger Associates and
Stuttgart with Jürgen Lange Design, he set up on his own office in Hamburg in 1993. From 2005 to
2011, he taught furniture construction at his alma mater in Kiel and was a lecturer at the JAK Fashion
Academy in Hamburg from 2011 to 2015. He was also employed by Pater Maly between 2006 and
2013 before joining Birgit Hoffman as a partner in the firm.

Both still based in Hamburg, Birgit Hoffmann and Christoph now run a joint design studio specialising
in furniture and interiors.

www.hoffmann-kahleyss-design.de
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About solpuri
solpuri - inspired by the sun "sol" and inspired by design "puri": Since 2006, solpuri designs and
manufactures exclusive outdoor furniture by combining the energy of the sun with the clarity of
successful design. The designs carry life outside to open up new, sensual living spaces there. Attention
to detail, timeless and modern interpretations of legendary Bauhaus designs and a commitment to the
highest levels of comfort and quality are the hallmarks of solpuri outdoor furniture. Each piece of
furniture is made of the highest quality materials by using the most modern production techniques
combined with traditional craftsmanship under strict consideration of a careful sustainable use of
resources.

www.solpuri.com

For press information, images or to request products for photoshoots, please contact: 
Dr. Nina Schwarz
talbotschwarzcommunications
nina@talbotschwarz.com
+44 7821 121 261
www.talbotschwarz.com
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